Galen (to the reporters): Excuse me, but...if you’ve got a few more minutes...There’s a message I’d like you to put in your papers...A message for all the kings, all the rulers of the world. Say that I appeal to them...You see, I was a medic in the last war, I fought in the war. And I want to make sure there are no more wars to fight. I discovered the treatment, it’s mine. And I won’t let it out of my hands until...until they promise to stop killing one another. You’ll tell them, won’t you? You see, I...nobody else knows the formula. Ask anyone here at the clinic. I’m the only one who can cure it. They’re all past the cut-off age, all those heads of state. Tell them they’ll rot alive...like the people you saw in there. Tell them nobody’s exempt...Absolutely nobody.

Would you let them go on murdering? When people go around pumping lead and gas into one another, why should doctors save them? If you knew what it takes to save a child’s life or even set a fracture...But no, they want war! How can I, a doctor, condone their bombs and chemicals? I’ve see what it does to a man. I don’t know about politicians, but speaking as a doctor, as a doctor, gentlemen, I am obliged to fight for every human life. Every doctor must do everything in his power to put an end to war.
Marshal (to the crowd): At this very moment and at my command our planes are ravaging the cities of the perfidious enemy. The time has come for me to justify my action to you, the Nation. If I entered upon a policy of war with no formal declaration of war, I did so to spare the thousands of your sons and daughters who at this very moment are scoring the first of many victories. Now I come before you to ask for your approval. I see no reason to enter into bargaining sessions with a band of scoundrels. They have long provoked and insulted our great Nation from without and now seem determined to undermine it from within! The only way to deal with this thorn in our side - this inferior, insignificant little people - is to wipe it off the face of the earth. No matter who its protectors are, no matter how they respond to our challenge, let me state unequivocally that we are afraid of no one! I knew you would stand by me. And I know you will stand by me when I proclaim to the entire world: We did not want this war, but we shall win it. Victory is ours! God is with us! Our cause is just!...Our cause is just! (Weaker.)

Our...cause...is...just!

Our. . .cause. . .is. . just!
Sigelius: I’m afraid the Marshal has given me a great deal more than my due, but now that a safe cure has been found for what is popularly known as the white plague - and you may quote me on this gentlemen - I am at liberty to state that it was the most dangerous disease in all history, worse than the bubonic plague. And I cannot tell you how proud I am that the credit for nothing less than the salvation of mankind goes to our nation, our people, and that the research leading to the cure was done at the clinic of my great teacher and predecessor Alfred Lilienthal. Ah, Galen! Step up, will you? Gentlemen, here is another of the many devoted doctors who helped to make the cure a reality. Medicine is not a field of personal triumphs; we work together and for the good of mankind. We’ve all done our bit, down to the junior nurses. On this happiest of days I am glad to have an opportunity to acknowledge the sacrifices made by all my colleagues at the clinic and to thank them from the bottom of my heart for...Oh, not my treatment. It’s not mine; it belongs to the Lilienthal Clinic. As far as the technical details are concerned, we shall be releasing them to the medical world in due course. All your readers need know is that a cure for the world’s most devastating disease has been found. However, if you really want to make this joyful day go down in history, tell them about our great leader, our head of state, walking fearlessly among the lepers...a superhuman gesture, gentlemen! I’m sorry...I’m just so overcome with emotion. Besides, I must get back to my patients. Good day, gentlemen. Let me know if there’s anything else I can do for you.